
Some
Like It
Haute

1 As a cudgel with which to beat watch companies about the head,

‘manufacture status’ has only been the weapon of choice for around

a decade. How so? Because it never mattered until a certain element

of snobbery entered the field. Anyone possessing the slightest

understanding of horological history will appreciate that nearly every

single great marque has, at one time or another, used ebauches

sourced from outside. 

Ken Kessler
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Seconde Grande Authentique, 47 mm case, with three hands 
and subsidiary-seconds dial. The watch is limited to one platinum
version, eight white gold and 58 red gold. Average price for the
collection, £26, 800.

Seconde Authentique, 41 mm case, also with three hands 
and subsidiary-seconds dial, made in the same limited editions 
to the larger version. The dial is a guilloche design with applied 
gold numerals.
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Case in point: two of the loftiest of

manufactures – Patek Philippe and Rolex –

have only recently produced in-house

chronograph movements, after using

Lemanias, Valjoux, Zeniths and the like, for

a century or so. 

Despite this and whatever passes

for political correctness in the

watch world, manufacture

qualification is now the 

sole arbiter of credibility 

in haute horlogerie. It’s

certainly the unspoken rule

above a certain price point. As

Montblanc has opted for a position in

the more elevated sector of 

the marketplace, the acquisition of

manufacture credibility is not

merely desirable: it’s essential.

Ironically, this matter

seems to be a one-way

street. While many

fashion houses entering

the watch market have

realised that they need

to employ serious

movements – Hermes, for

example, has a dedicated

Vaucher movement in its

new Clipper Sport H1 –

nobody said a word when

Breguet or Girard-Perregaux

launched costly fountain pens. 

We point this out only to underscore

the way that the watch community

has turned manufacture status into a

cause celebre. And yet no-one cares a

hoot that, say, Pagani doesn’t make its

own motors, that Ferrari never made a tyre,

nor are most of the great fountain pens

fitted with in-house nibs.

The great push
Be that as it may, the ruling class at

Montblanc has decided that it must become a

true manufacture, and it’s doing so in record

time. After all, the company only celebrated

its 10th anniversary as a watch company last

year, one year on from its centenary. But as a

watch brand, Montblanc has always had a bit

of a struggle amongst purists, even when

some of its pieces, like the Tantalum

Professional Diving Watch, are so tooth-

achingly desirable that to criticise them on

any level seems merely churlish. 

So, in September 2003, Montblanc opened a

new watch factory in Le Locle, Switzerland.

An ultra-modern, transparent, atrium-style

building. It was conceived to complement

both the landscape and Montblanc’s historic

Art Nouveau villa, reflecting, according to

the company, ‘the spirit of the Montblanc

philosophy of combining traditional values

with innovative ideas.’ But opening an

atelier just wasn’t enough.

In 2007, Montblanc announced its ‘high end’

Collection Villeret 1858 range, at a price

that points way beyond the norm for

existing Montblanc models, save perhaps

the diamond clad examples. Given the

plethora of new brands and models that

appear every year and even with the might

of Richemont – home to Jaeger-LeCoultre

and Lange & Sohne – behind it, this could

have been just another family of watches.

Ace in the hole
That, however, would be to underestimate

the gravity of Montblanc’s intentions: serious

collectors and those who wallow in the

historical, were astounded to learn that the

new watches contained movements from a

manufacture that Montblanc had acquired.

And it was not just one of any of the

hundreds of dormant houses that are dotted

all over the Jura. Oh, no: Montblanc acquired

the legendary Minerva.

Revered especially by collectors of sports

watches, stopwatches and chronographs,

Minerva was founded in Villeret in 1858 as ‘C.

Robert.’ You don’t need a pocket calculator to

see that this year marks one of those

worthwhile, as opposed to specious,

anniversaries: 150 years, which this rebirth

marks accordingly. (Also for 2008, by happy

coincidence, Montblanc’s sister brand, Panerai,

will be fitting historical Minerva movements

into 50 very special Ferrari chronographs.) 

In 1887, the name changed to Robert Freres,

while Fabrique Minerva and the Minerva
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Manually wound movement,
with a diameter of 38.4 mm
and signed Minerva, Villeret,
has a 55 hours power reserve.
The Ebauche made from
rhodium German silver, with the
bridges beveled by hand and
decorated with Geneva striping.
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brand name were registered as well. Charles Yvan

and Hyppolite Robert produced pocket watches with

cylinder and jewelled pallet escapements, especially

sports timepieces with column wheels. Recently

revived as a buzzword, column wheels feature almost

as a signature element of Minerva movements, as

seen in the newest pieces, which respect their

heritage to Lange & Sohne-like extremes.

Setting the scene
More importantly, in light of Montblanc’s

involvement a century on, Minerva commenced 

with the manufacturing of its own calibres in 1902,

which had matured to a range encompassing 

pocket chronographs and stopwatches by 1911. 

And the company, to this day, through changes 

of ownership, has always made its own movements.

Minerva was, until Montblanc entered the story, one

of the best-kept secrets in the world of high-end

watch collecting –

remarkable when one

considers the value of

even a small atelier

making its own movements.

In 1953, the Robert family sold

Minerva SA to Jacques Pelot, who

was followed in the firm by his nephew

Andre Frey, a watchmaker responsible for some of

Minerva’s most collectible calibres. In turn, his son

Jean-Jacques took over the company in 1980,

keeping it alive through the dark years, when

quartz threatened the very existence of

mechanical watches.

Minerva, though, operated ‘below the radar’ during

this era: its movements powered specialised

models for specific applications, including

Grand Chronographe
Authentique, 47 mm case,
with its monopusher
button at two o’clock,
controls all three functions
via the column wheel and
horizontal clutch.

Chronograph Authentique,
41 mm case, shows a
centre hours, minutes and
chronograph sweep
seconds, subsidiary
seconds at nine o’clcok and
30-minute counter at three.
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It was not just one of any of 
the hundreds of dormant

houses that are dotted all
over the Jura. Oh, no:

Montblanc acquired the
legendary Minerva.
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medicine, broadcasting and

the military. Particularly

coveted by collectors

are Minerva’s military

watches from the

1920s and 1930s,

which predate

the immortal

IWC Mark 11 by

a decade or two,

yet possess a

nearly identical,

ultra-legible dial. 

Although the

company ceased

the manufacturing 

of   its wristwatches 

in the early 1960s, the

occasional model would

appear, such as the Minerva

No. 1 of 1985, with its triple-

calendar chronograph. During

the interim years, Minerva

wristwatches were made using

ETA or Valjoux movements, but

then a revival began in the late

1990s with the rebirth of the Calibre

48… and a new team at the helm.

Here the story accelerates, delivering us

to the current, healthier state of Minerva

and the events leading to its

incorporation into the Montblanc empire.

In 2000, Minerva was purchased by a

group of Italian investors, who effectively

paved the way for the takeover. 

Part of the team was Demetriu Cabiddu, a

maestro of horological complications and

the sort of purist who makes the world of

watch-collecting a better place. In short

order, the company was overhauled:

renovated factory, new equipment, and a

revived range of calibres, making it

precisely the sort of candidate that would

mesh perfectly with Montblanc’s plans.

Welcome to Villeret
In October 2006, Minerva SA became a

part of the Richemont Group, directly

under the aegis of Montblanc. As every

industry-watcher knows, the key luxury

groups are gobbling up every little atelier,

sub-contractor and specialist supplier

that comes into their sights. Minerva,

though, was such a prize that it’s a

wonder it took so long for the company to

find such a high-profile patron. What

Montblanc and Richemont acquired for

their investment is a source for

movements that ooze every positive

value one could desire: exquisite

construction, intelligent design, genuine

historical provenance and a finished form

that begs to be displayed through a

sapphire crystal case-back.

Under Montblanc’s management, and

bearing a florid new name – Institut

Minerva de Recherche en Haute

Horlogerie – Minerva entered the 21st

Century primed to hold its own in the

most select company. If there are ‘waves’

within watchmaking, e.g. young-blood

tourbillonistes such as Greubel-Forsey or

Speake-Marin or the ‘new radicals’ such as

Richard Mille or Hautlence, then Minerva

can be grouped with H. Moser or Philip

Dufour, where a sense of solidity and

classicism dominate. 

The chronograph mechanism is
visible above the movement, with
its V-shaped chronograph bridge,
bearing a gold-filled engraving
‘Minerva Villeret’.
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Clearly, Minerva’s past traditions dominate the

proceedings, but they complement Montblanc,

which had settled on a Minerva-esque family ‘style’

long before the acquisition of the brand: robust

cases, highly-detailed dials with liberal use of

guilloche, a mix of dressiness and sportiness. Thus,

both houses provide, in equal, measure the DNA that

was highly evident in the 2007 unveiling of the

Collection Villeret 1858, a severely limited run of

prestige pieces announcing that Minerva was back.

Double indemnity 
To ensure that the prestige of this union is never

compromised, and to provide Montblanc with a

flagship range worthy of the honour, production

has been limited to a sustainable 200-300 pieces

per year, for the foreseeable future at any rate. For

those who 1) understand what ‘Minerva’ means and

2) don’t have an issue with the name ‘Montblanc’ on

something other than a pen or a briefcase, what

they will acquire is an ultra-rarity to set watch

collectors’ pulses racing.

In keeping with the ‘1858’ appellation, Montblanc

created this formula for the four models, each

issued as follows:

– 1 unique piece in platinum 950

– 8 pieces in 18 ct. white gold 

– 58 examples in 18 ct. red gold 

For those lucky enough to acquire examples of this

first series, the selection includes the monopusher

47 mm Grand Chronographe Authentique and the

41 mm Chronographe Authentique, and a pair of

three-hand watches with subsidiary-seconds, the

47 mm Seconde Grande Authentique and the 

41 mm Seconde Authentique.

All of the watches share certain family

resemblances; cambered bezel framing  a cambered

sapphire crystal and a screwed sapphire-crystal

caseback protected by a domed, hinged back-cover

boasting a deliciously clever detail: it opens by

flexing the strap lugs, which incorporate a patented

release mechanism.

Modesty has no place here, not that the watches’

owners will need reminding of what they’ve

acquired. Each timepiece is engraved with legends

reading ‘Montblanc Villeret 1858’, ‘Edition Limitee’

(with serial number) and ‘Fait main a Villeret’, or

‘hand-made in Villeret’. 

The finer details
Unabashedly, Montblanc has targeted connoisseurs:

all four watches are manual wind, in itself demanding

of the owner a level of participation rather than set-

it-and-forget-it detachment. They are bold watches,

with the presence, prestige and charisma associated

with timepieces of Lange/Dubuis/Breguet

magnitude: plates and bridges are made of

rhodiumed German silver, they display hand-finishing

on all parts, including hand-bevelled bridges, with

perlage on both sides of the plates – it was even

Manufacture | 39

Montblanc Manufacture,
Montre Le Locle.
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pointed out that ‘the inside of the spring barrel, 

a surface never seen by the owner, is manually

stippled with perlage.’

For enthusiasts enamoured of the old ways over the

new, the Minerva movements teem with the sort of

finishing that make rival houses green with envy.

The countersinks for bridge screws feature mirror-

polished recesses, while the screws themselves are

faceted, and polished. Depending on the model,

three or four jewels are set in chatons, wheels are

gold-plated and decorated with ‘cerclage’. Every

pinion shows polished end faces, arbors and leaves

– not just for the aesthetic value, but also to reduce

friction and wear.

For many Minerva devotees, though, the

chronographs are the halo products. Every lever

and jumper has been manually ground flat,

bevelled and satin-finished on the sides. Contact

points are adjusted by hand and precisely ground

to match the shape of the mating surfaces. They

ooze hand-craftsmanship and are able to exclaim,

as Lange does in reference to the engraving on 

its bridges, that no two Montblanc Collection

Villeret 1858 watches are precisely alike.

Kept in the family
Because Minerva employs oversize balance wheels

that cannot be sourced from established suppliers

of escapement components, they are crafted

completely in-house. The balance springs are made

exclusively, while the adjustment of the active

length of the hairsprings and the shaping of the

terminal curves, called ‘comptage’, are undertaken

at the Minerva atelier.

If you’re a sucker for secrets such as Breguet’s or

Cartier’s hidden signatures, Montblanc/Minervas

will tickle your fancy: the Minerva arrow symbol

decorates the end of the brake lever in the

chronograph movement and the whiplash spring in

the three-hander. It also appears as an engraving

on the undersides of bridges. As the company

states, revelling in the ‘club’ atmosphere of

Collection Villeret 1858 ownership, ‘They are

invisible but one knows they’re there.’ Think of it

as a secret handshake without the apron.

A new atelier, the acquisition of Minerva – you would

think Montblanc might take a breather. But no,

they’ve announced another horological marvel in

record time. During the 2008 Salon International de

la Haute Horlogerie (SIHH) in Geneva, Montblanc

unveiled its first watch with a movement

manufactured entirely in-house. And it’s a

chronograph as well – which is one way of saying 

one has arrived. Its a stunning achievement and one

that QP is athirst to share with you, but you’ll need 

to wait for the next issue for this bombshell. 8
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Further information: www.montblanc.com

The manually wound
movement bares all the
hallmarks of the Minerva
finish, with Rhodiumed
German silver; bridges
beveled by hand and
decorated with Geneva
striping; perlage on both
plate sides, rear bridge
faces and inside barrel
spring; countersink bridge
screws mirror-polished
recesses; while all the
pinions have polished end
faces and polished arbors.
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